• Zur numerisehen Losung ciner speziellen Form der stationhrenBoIt .zmann-Gleichung wie man sie in der Transporttheorie in Halbleitern benutzt, wird em. KollOkationsverfahren vorgechlagen und dessen Konvergenz bewiesen.
This paper is concerned with numerical methods for solving a special kind of a Boltzmann equation, which is used in the carrier transport theory in semiconductors. In Part I of this paper [12] we formulated this equation as an operator equation in suitable anisotropic Sobolev spaces and proved the existence and uniqueness of solution under rather general suppositions. Two cases were distinguished : .in a first case we assumed that no carrier sources or sinks exist, in a second ease we took sources and sinks into account.
In case of small carrier concentrations it is convenient to use a linearized form of the Boltzmann equation in order to describe the transport phenomena adequately [16] . There are already some works which are devoted to the solution of the linearized euation. The methods used are: Expansion of the solution into a Fourier series with respect to Legendre polynomials and truncating after a finite number of members [7] , Monte Carlo methods [5, 14] , transformation of the equation into an integral equation and computation of an eigensolution [3, 16, 18, 19] , finite-difference methods [1, 15, [25] [26] [27] . If the solution is expanded with respect to Legendre polynomials, the coefficients satisfy a system of ordinary differential equations. This system has a satisfactory solution only for small numbers of coefficients. The use of more coefficients leads to inaccurate results: The Monte Carlo techniqueis used for investigating many substances. But for computing a sufficiently accurate solution a high-computational expense is necessary. The finite-difference method and the integral-equation method are closely related. Essentially they differ in the derivation and representation of the difference equations.
The finite-difference methods turned out to be favourable. In our paper we introduce a special collocation method. This method is constructed in such a way ,that close relations exist to finite-difference methods. As basis functions we use tensor ') Part ' I: Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions is published in issue 4 (1988) of this journal.
Summary of results from Part I
In thig Section we summarize-the suppositions and essential results of Part I of this paper [12] in order to facilitate understanding. For a detailed discussion of these facts we refer to [12] . Finally, we quota some results of a discretization theory [21, 23, 24] , '.'hich will be used extensively in the following.
--
We investigate the equation
F--u+c1u=g ----

+ f {W( •; k') (1 -u) u(k')-W(k'_ . ) (i -u(k')) it} z(k') dk' (1.1)
C --subject to the boundary conditions -----.
-u(-1, t) u(1, t) for all 1 € 02 . 8=-? K8 (k, k') o(E(k) -E(k') + 08).
-E € C'() Js a given function (level structure), and 'w08 € R. Examples are found in - [12] . A definition of theintegrals with the kernel W is also given in [12] . We distinguish between' two cases: -
• We introduce the Banach spaces X and Y:
Here, for a compact set K and a Banach space Z, C(K, Z) denotes the..Banah space, equipped with the supremum norm, of all continuous mappings defined on K and mapping into Z. The norms in W"2(I) and L2 (I) are denoted by . and 1 r-Jj o j respectively. The following continuousimbeddings are true: 
X-C(G)-Y--*L2(G).
Tu=Au -Bu -Cu, .
• (1.8)
Moreover, T is analytical and it holds that T'(u) = A -Bu. Suppose that there is
'. in the following, an eigenvalue of (A, B) is a 2 € C such that the complex ified operatot A -AR has a nontrivial null-space. Under additional assumptions on. 0 and E given in Part I the following theorems-are true. • In Case (I) it holds: Regarding Theorem 1.4, the following representation of the Boltzmann equationis appropriate in Case (I): 
/
• (i) --II(u, p) is bijective for all (u, p) € D x R.0 Z C([0, Prnax], X), / = C([o, F X R), 113 0 :7/, u(p)=H(u(p),p
Discrete approximation of anisotropic Sobolev spaces
Now we introduce the discrete approximations of the Banach spaces X, Y and .7', /, respectively. At a first stage, we prove a general method for constructing approximations of spaces ,of the kind C(K, Z) by means of tensor products. Then, using spaces of piecewite linear resp. constant spline functions we obtain the desired discrete approximations.
Tensor products of Banach spaces are well known (cf. e. g. [6, 20, 22] ). We use the notation of [20] . Let C and Z be Banach spaces. First, we define the product space C 0 Z:
in which for twoe!emcnts the addition and multiplication by a scalar oc E H are defined accordingto
We introduce an equivalence relation in Al calling the two element above equivalent if a) m' = m, and x1 = ax', = y-' for some aE R or = X,(j). 
or if one element can be transformed into the other by a finite number of successive applications of these rules. Then, by definition, C 0 Z is the related factor space of M in which we introduce the following norm (A-norniln'the notations of [20] ):
Finally, the tensor product C ® Zof C and Z is defiiied by the completion of C 0 Z in the norm IHlc®z -.
-The following lemma is well known (cf. [6, 9, 22] ).
Lemma 2.1: Let K c R be a compact set and Z a Banach space. Then C(K) ® Z C(K,Z).
• Let C and Z be further Banach spaces, R: Cand `S: Zbe given linear operators. The product R® S: C 0 Z defined by
isa linear operator. If Rand S are bounded, then R ®S is so, moreover, MR 0 S) = IIR II ISH, and its unique extension R ® S onto -C ® Z . is clled the'tensor product
• ofRandS.
Theorèm2.2: Let KcRo be a compact set and Z it separable Banach space. Let • Jt(C(K),. /7 C, R) and 4(2, /7 Z, S) be discret'approximatioms of the Banach spaces C(K) and Z, respectively. Every operator R and S be linear. Then, c/L(C(K)
0 Z, /7 C, ® Z, (Rh (D Sn)) is a discrete approximation of the set 0(K) 0 Z,
which is dense inC(K,Z).
• Proof: It is sufficient to show that, for every x € C(K) ®Z,
For every e > 0, there are functionals f € C(K)* and g E Z*
such that IIfII = IIII = 1 and helm" j=1 .
• S .
• T
fx,) g(y,)
hlxhhc(K;z).
S
This contradiction proves (2.1) I
When constructing concrete approximations of a Banach space E it is possible, in most cases, to define the restriction operators S5 on a dense linear manifold Ed E. But there exists an extension of Sh onto B such that 4(E, 17E5, 5) is a discrete approximation of E. This extension is uniquely determined up to equivalence. Usually, the operators Sh are linear such that the extensions can be chosen to be linear (not necessarily bounded) [23: Theorem 1 (18)]. Hence, the supposition on the linearity of the restriction operators in Theorem 2.2 is often fulfilled. . 
Let us remark that the above construction can be applied recursively. [6] .
For 'our purposes we use the construction principle according to Theorem 2.3. We confine 'ourselves to the case of the two-dimensional Boltzmann equation, i.e. We define the following B-splines: (-r(h), 1) , . ,
We choose the restriction operators as follow: -
.'
The following lemma is well known (cf. [2] ).
Lemma 2.4:
We have: Finally, wedefine . 
Discrete approximation of the Boltzmann equation in Case (H)
In this section the collocation method is introduced and its convergence will be proved. 
The operator. T h := QhTlx, hE Im, describes the diseretization of the Boltzmann equation (1.1)-(1.2) in Case(TI).Namely, if g, E 1',, is an approximation of g E Y,
t1 ) -g(,t1 )) d '0 (Uh E Xh; ).
These are the collocation equations, where averaging conditions (in -the x-direction) and pointwise conditions (in the t-direction) are, used. We recall that'the operators A u and B,, are.defined by (1.9)-(1.10) for u E X.
• Lemma 3.1: Let u, uh E X (h E Im) and J1 u' -
?Jljx -->-0. Define' Bh U = QnBuhlx.
Then, the sequence (Bh.u )h(/ m is discretely compact and consistent with B.
Proof.: For all;v E X it holds we obtain the assertions I . . . . . Step, (ii), of the proof and Theorem 1.5 provide' the inverse stability' of the seqUence (AAu(I)).
Lemma 3.2: Let u ED; uh E X (h E Im) and ll u' -ulIx -* 0. Define Ah,. = QhAuhIxh. Then (A h ,.) cOnverge regularly to A,, N(A u ) =
(iv) Now, let I € [a: b] be fixed and (th )ñ€im [a, b] a sequence such that t" -± I. Moreover, let (VA) € -JJW,, be a bounded sequence. We will investigate the sequence - ((A A ,,(t" After this prparation we are in the position to prove the main theorem of this section on the convergence of the solutions of the discrete equations (3.1) to the solution of (1.11). Since sufficiently fine grids lead to high-dirrensknaI discrete problems, the expensa for solving the arising linear systems 'of equations becomes considerable. 'Thè'special structure (1.3) of the integral kernel W does not lead to full matrices certainly, nevertheless, there are relatively many non-zero entries. Therefore it is advisable to use iterative methods. In [9] the con vergeice of special block-Jacobi and block-Gauss-Seidel procedures is investigated But, in practical cases sufficient efficiency is not obtained unless multi-' grid methods are applied. A convergence proof is given in [11] , whereas [10] contains some numerical resuIts ' -
Therefore, (A hU (t) -A hU (t'))
Discrete approximation of the Boltzmann equation in Case (I)
In Case (I) the collocation method is slightly modified. The reason is the special structure of the image space Y' (1.12) . Therefore, the convergence proof is considerably more complicated.
The operator Y : =' hcTl2-, h € im, defines the discretizatjon of the equation 3u = 0, where Y is given by (1.13):
Let a ij denote the expansion coefficients of eh of (2.4):
(uh) (, (TU/,).
In order ' to show the convergence of the solutiOns of the equaions (4.1) to the solution u of 3u = 0 we will use Theorem 1.6 -again. The most expensive part of the proof consists in establishing its assumption (iv). 'For this, we need resolvent integrals [21] . Let Z', Z2 be. Banach spaces over the field C of the complex 'numbers and U, V € B(Z', Z2), V compact. Assume that the spectrum (U, V) consists of at most countably infinitely many values which possess no finite point of accumulation. Let zJ 9 C be a,bounded domain such that its boundary F = A is a rec-, tifiable Jordan curve and F r a(U, 'V) = 0. Denote So.) = U -V for A € C. Then the integrals .
exist (i -imaginary unit). r E. B(Z') and q € B(Z2 ) are projections which induce the decompositions
Z22
(I q) (Z2). . By (4.6) and step (vi), v = tW4 for some t € R and (e*, v) = 0. This implies v = 0 becaus of (4.7). Hence, r4'( 4U) (p) is injective. Next we pi'oeT4'(4u) ( p) C4 = '1',,' Then, together with the' injectivity, the 'assertion will follow. Let ( y b, t) € Y4 X R. W4 € N(A 4 ,, -B4 ,, -J4 
Because of
Using (1.7) we obtain . In [9] the Newton method is used. In every iteration step there occur overdetermined linear systems of equations which possess a unique solution however. For solving t.hese.systems a least-squares method and a special iteration method, respectively, are applied. But it is more favourable td-use the multigrid method proposed' in [11] instead of the Newton method. As a smoothing procedure, e.g., a simple nonlinear Jacobi method in connection with the power method can be used.
The construction of the discrete operators ' ,Th depends oi a sequence (eh)SE,., .which can be Chosen arbitrarily in certain limits. By this sequence the properties of (T5 can he slightly modified. But for all h E Im aiid.v 5 € X5 ,the estimate (1 + iie*ii ll esii y ) iIQsTusiiy -holds. Since the sequence (e5) converges, there exists a bound independent of h for the factors 1 + ile*ii ilehily. Hence, the sequence (Q S T)SE /m is not worse ' than .the sequence (QST)hEJm with respect to the approximation quality. The concrete choice of (eh ) should be made in dependence 'on the semiconductor model under consideration.
As a rule of thumb, eh(k) should be large where a solution peak is expected. But in the same measure as j hl tends to zero, (e*, QhTus) decreases sUch that the influence of the seqience (e 5 ) vanishes.
